I. Welcome
   1. Attendance

II. Updates
   1. Degree Representatives:
      • AB – Matthew Cohen - MIA
      • BE – Devon Anderson - MIA
      • MS – Jeff Forsyth – new rep
      • PhD – Ashley Laughney - MIA

   2. Clubs:
      • DFR - getting shirts soon. Helping with engineering solar sprints.
      • DSE - DFR bbq went well. Grad fri beers is last event – 11th. Inviting grad seniors, and all grad students, family, friends. Need bartenders. Event in atrium.
      • IEEE - co-hosted dfr bbq. Tour of hypertherm today.
      • Lego League – nothing new – articles in Dartmouth engineering mag.
      • SWE – see email
      • Tau Beta Pi – joining ASME chapter to run engineering solar sprints.
      • MEMC – see above.
      • NSBE - MIA
      • Thayer Gear - MIA
      • Energy Journal Club. - MIA

   3. School Reps
      • GSC – Steve Reinitz -
      • Dean/Faculty Rep – Kim Fink/Catie Casey
      • DMS – Broc Burke – MD/PHD Friday beers. Med school dean search.
      • Tuck – ???

III. Thayer Council Events/Business
    1. Summer Term Schedule

IV. Funding
    1. Budget update – Jake

V. Comments/Questions/Misc. Business

VI. Adjourn

Publicity
This week at Thayer:  http://events.thayer.dartmouth.edu
Thayer Council Website:  http://engineering.dartmouth.edu/thayercouncil